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Introduction to Oilseed Processing
The primary goal of oilseed processing is to extract as much oil as possible from the seed
while consuming as little energy as possible, resulting in two end products, oil and the left over
solids traditionally called meal.

Oilseed

Energy

Meal

Oil

The oil can be used in food products, animal feed, cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, and
production of renewable fuel. The solids are sold as additives for use in both human food and
animal feed products or used as a simple fertilizer. The quality of these end products is
determined by the seed, the quality of the raw material, and most importantly the processing
techniques that are utilized to recover the oil. The two most popular methods of oil recovery are
chemical extraction with a solvent and brute force with a screw press or Expeller® press.
However, there is a lot more involved in oilseed processing than just the extraction step.
Oilseed processing can be broken down into three major steps:

Preparation

Extraction

Meal & Oil Handling

Preparation
The goal of the preparation steps is to make the extraction or separation of the oil from the
solids as low cost and efficient as possible. To appreciate the significance of preparation it is
important to understand that the oil is not simply absorbed in a solid matrix like water in a
sponge that can be easily rung out. The oil or fat is a well-protected energy source stored
inside oil bodies surrounded by cellular membranes within a cell wall.

TEM of soybean cotyledon cell cross-section. PB, protein body; CW, cell wall; N, cell nucleus; OB, oil body. K. A.
Campbell and C. E. Glatz, J. Agric. Food Chem., 2009, 57, 10904–1091
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Feeding a whole oilseed to the extraction step without any preparation would result in minimum
rates and oil yield due to the difficulty of accessing this oil. The preparation steps break down
the oilseed and condition the material to a state where it is as easy as possible to separate out
the oil from the solids in order to maximize the efficiency of the extraction method being used.
The steps and equipment will vary based on the oilseed being processed and the extraction
method being employed. Preparation can be broken down into three main categories, cleaning,
size reduction, and heat treatment.

Cleaning

Remove Foreign Material From Process

• Equipment: Screeners, Aspirators, Destoners, Magnets, etc...
• Don't Pay To Process Trash
• Protect Downstream Equipment
• Purify Products

Photo Courtesy of AT Ferrell Company Inc.

Dirty Soy

Cleaned Soy

Dirty Sesame

Cleaned Sesame
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Size Reduction

Reduce Oilseed Particle Size

• Equipment: Roller Mills, Hammer Mills, Extruders, Expanders, etc.
• Reduce Wear On Downstream Equipment
• Increases Heat Transfer Efficiency for Heat Treatment Steps
• Increases Exposed Surface Area Of Oil Seed To Improve Oil Recovery

Two Stage Cracking Mill Photo Courtesy of AT Ferrell Company Inc.

Whole Soy

Cracked Soy

Heat Treatment

Flaked Soy

Extruded Soy

Expanded Soy

Ground Soy

Heating, Cooking, & Drying

•Equipment: Steam Jacketed Vessels, Extruders, Expanders, Forced Hot Air Vessels, etc.
•Cooking ‐ Break Down Material At Molecular Level To Improve Oil Recovery By Freeing Oil
From Cellular Structure Of The Oilseed.
•Drying ‐ Reduce Moisture Level of Material For More Efficient Pressing
•Heating ‐ Raise Temperature of Material Thus Reducing Oil Viscosity & Softening Material
•All Heat Treatment Helps Destroy Or Deactivate Anti‐Nutritional Factors ‐ Ex: lipases, urease,
trypsin inhibitor, phsopholipases, etc...
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Calormatic® Fluid Bed Dryer Courtesy of Sweet Manufacturing

Extraction
The two most common methods for separating the oil from the oilseed are chemical
extraction and mechanical extraction. In chemical or solvent extraction, the material is fed into a
large compartmentalized vessel. The compartments move from the inlet of the vessel to the
outlet in a circular, closed loop. The material is subjected to a number of baths/washes with
hexane to chemically dissolve the oil out. The oil recovery in a solvent extraction plant is the
highest among any extraction method with oil losses in the meal usually less than 1%.
However, the meal can contain over 30% residual hexane with an even higher concentration in
the oil. Due to the toxicity and flammability of hexane, it is recovered from the oil and meal
product streams and recycled back to the process for reuse.

Lurgi Sliding Cell Extractor Courtesy of Air Liquide

Mechanical Extraction is accomplished with a screw press. The oil bearing material is fed at a
constant rate into a rotating screw within a perforated barrel. The screw geometry is such that
as the material is pushed forward it encounters less and less open space resulting in
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compression. The high pressure forces the non-compressible liquid out of the compressible
solid and perforations in the barrel allow the oil to drain out while the solid product remains
inside until discharging at the end of the rotating screw. While oil losses in the meal are higher
around 5-8%, the mechanical process does not expose the products to any harmful chemicals.

• Higher Oil Losses ‐ 5‐8%
• Lower Investment
• Ideal for plants under
1,000 Tons per day
• Chemical Free Processing
‐ Higher Value Products

• Lower Oil Losses ‐ < 1%
• Higher Investment Cost
• Ideal for plants 1000
Tons per day & Up
• Chemical Processing ‐
Lower Value Products

Chemical Processing

Mechanical Processing

Anderson International Super Duo™ Expeller® Press Diagram with Dual Pressing Sections.
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Meal & Oil Handling (Solvent)
Product handling will differ based on the type of extraction method employed. In solvent
extraction, both the meal and oil streams are contaminated with a large amount of hexane. The
hexane must be removed before the products are viable to the market.
The combination of the oil & hexane product is referred to as miscella in the industry.
This mixture is sent to a series of evaporators to boil off enough hexane until the hexane
content is below the industry allowable maximum. From there the oil is sent to temporary
storage before being sold as crude oil or further processed into RBD (refined, bleached, &
deodorized) oil. The vaporized hexane is sent to a condenser and recycled to the extractor.

Miscella
(Oil & Hexane)

Evaporator/
Distillation

Crude Oil

Steam

Condenser

Hexane

The hexane soaked meal is referred to as marc. The marc, just like the miscella, must
have the hexane level reduced to industry allowable levels before qualifying for the market. The
marc is sent to a large cylindrical vessel made up of many levels with a rotating shaft through
the entire unit from top to bottom. Each level has an arm attached to this rotating shaft to
agitate the material and keep it moving towards the next stage through an opening in the bottom
of each stage. Each level is jacketed to allow for indirect steam heating with direct sparge
steam applied in the top levels. The product continues down while the hexane evaporates
upward and out into another condenser. This unit is called a desolventizer-toaster. From the
desolventizer, the material is dried down to 10% moisture and cooled to near ambient conditions
before being ground up into a uniform sized meal.
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Marc
(Oil & Meal)
Condenser

Hexane
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Hammer Mill

Ground Meal

Meal & Oil Handling (Mechanical)
Unlike solvent plants, the products from the Expeller® press are not contaminated with
harmful chemicals, but a few steps are still required before arriving at the finished products.
Air

Cooler

Expeller® Cake
•Irregular Shape
•Over 100▫C (212▫F)

Hammer
Mill

Ground
Meal
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While the oil is not contaminated by any chemicals, there are a number of solids that make it
through the Expeller® barrel with the oil. The fines content in the oil can be 10-20% with 15%
being typical. There are many ways to separate out the fines from the oil, but the two most
popular utilize a filter or decanter.
The decanter option is very simple as all that is required is a continuous supply of the oil with
sediment being pumped into the device and the decanter uses centrifugal force to separate the
heavier fines from the liquid oil.

Oil and Fines
Tank

Pump

Recycle to
Press

Decanter

Crude Oil

Fines

The Filtration option requires a little more equipment, but consumes significantly less electrical
energy. The process is broken up into two stage with a screening system used first to remove
the larger and heavier fines.

Anderson International Screening Tank Diagram

The screening tank above requires only a 2 HP motor to move the paddles around the tank in a
circular motion.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Oil and fines are fed into tank
Fines settle to the bottom
The paddles continuously scoop the fines from the bottom
The fines a dragged across a wedge wire screen to drain
Fines are recycled to the process to recover 8-10 kg of oil/ton processed

From the screening tank the oil now containing no more than 5% fines by weight is sent to a
temporary holding tank. From the holding tank the oil is pumped through a pressurized vessel
where the solids build up on the filter elements and the oil passes through, free of particulate.
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Pressure Leaf Filter System Diagram; Courtesy of Envirogen Group

Filter System

After 2-4 hours the filter elements will become so full of solids that the oil requires more
pressure than is available to travel through the bed of material. The filter cycle is stopped, the
fines are removed, and the cycle can start over again.

• Larger foot print
• Lower energy
consumption
• More maintenance
intensive
• Results in cleaner oil

• Smaller footprint
• higher energy
consumption
• Less maintenance
intensive
• Cannot clean as well as a
filter

Decanter

